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The Investment Coin

ArbiTraCoin (Arbitrage & Trading) is an independent self-regulated financial payment technology, 
which operates with no third parties like banks, governments or other institutions. 

ArbiTraCoin is completely open-source, so everyone can take part and everyone 
is completely independent like we all should be.

The transfer of ArbiTraCoin occurs instantly and is decentralized, which means instead of using any 
central servers, the transactions are spread across multiple servers. So money can be transferred 

anonymously to every place in the world within seconds including very low fees. In addition, it’s 
impossible to change or falsify any transaction data, because it’s forced to hack multiple 

servers at the same time.

The difference between Bitcoin and ArbiTraCoin is that ArbiTraCoin provides several investment 
opportunities with insider cryptocurrency information. The reason why the price will rise quicker than 

any other coin is because ArbiTraCoin uses completely new developed methods like 
arbitrage software and trading signals so the users can increase the value of the invested 

capital exponentially. By methods like Lending and Proof of Staking the demand will 
also increase, but the number of coins will be limited and stay the same.
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ArbiTraCoin Vision

REVOLUTIONIZE ... BECOME ...  ACHIEVE ...

... a Trillion-Dollar industry
by making virtually any

investment product accessible 
for end-users without the
need for a bank account

(2018 onwards)

... the biggest public fund,
arbitrage trading, and

financial trading system in 
the world maintained by a 

very large team of developers 
using blockchain technology

(2019 onwards)

 ... mainstream adaptation
as one of the leading
crypto currencies for 

peer-to-peer payments 
and store of value
(2020 and beyond)



Arbitracoin works with a highly complex software developed especially for this coin. It looks for 
the current price of many available coins (for example Bitcoin) on more than 100 exchanges to 
find the lowest price. It will also identify the exchange with the highest price. The software will 
immediately buy low and sell higher if it has enough lending investment on these exchanges 

available. The price difference between both exchanges will be the profit going into the 
Arbitracoin network and shared amongst investors based on their chosen investment plan.

This requires four things:
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How does it work?

1. SPECIALISED COIN 2. SPECIALISED ARBITRAGE 
TRADING SOFTWARE

3. LIQUIDITY 4. BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY

to transfer liquidity safe 
and fast between financial 

exchanges, and receive 
arbitrage trading profits 

(ArbiTraCoin)

with an experienced 
team of developers and 
financial trading experts 

(ArbiTraCoin software)

Investment Lending into 
the ArbiTraCoin network
at predetermined daily

interest

via PoS distributed
consensus (Investors
Staking ArbiTraCoin)
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Why is such a large amount of 
investment and lending needed?

The ArbiTraCoin arbitrage trading network needs a high volume of liquidity on all the exchanges to 
run effectively. This is where the investor’s money comes into play! Without lending, the ArbiTraCoin 

software would not have sufficient liquidity on the different exchanges, and be very limited in the 
number and size of trades it can execute. The more money it has in the lending system, the larger 

the “firepower”, the quicker the “rate of fire”, and the bigger the profits. 

Another reason why ArbiTraCoin cannot run well without a large amount of lending investment is the 
potential time lag caused within the different exchange platforms outside of our control. This will 

always tie up some of the arbitrage trading liquidity needed for the next profitable trades. Again, the 
more lending investment it has, the higher the rate of fire, and the bigger the profits it will produce. 

Potential time lags and delays for individual trades can furthermore result in a different exchange rate 
between the time the trade is initiated by the software, and the actual execution of the trade. This can 

create a Deviation between the expected profit margin and the achieved profit for individual trades. 
Some will naturally yield higher margins, some lower than expected. However, statistically they will even 
out if the number of trades is large enough. Yet another reason why ArbiTraCoin network investors will 

benefit from increasing lending amounts.
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What is ArbiTraCoin

A Self Regulated 
Financial System Open Source Platform: 

Anonymous Multiple Investment 
Opportunities

Limited Coins

Transfer money easily
Cryptocurrency Education

Nobody owns or controls ArbiTraCoin, 
it´s completely independent 

from third parties.

ArbiTraCoin is public
so everyone can take part.

Transactions are anonymous. Users can 
see every transaction in the blockchain 
but it is not shown which transaction is 

done by which person.
ArbiTraCoin provides multiple opportunities 
to earn daily interest by holding and lending.

The number of ArbiTraCoins is limited, so the price 
tends to rise, when the demand rises and the num-

ber of coins still remain the same.

Transactions can happen from all over the 
world from wallet to wallet within seconds 

through internet connection.

ArbiTraCoin will have a big community of 
like-minded people, who are interested in 
cryptocurrency and will provide insider- 
information.

Peer to Peer Cryptocurrency
Operation with no central authority 

or banks, so its not controlled by 
institutions or governments.

ArbiTraCoin is a form of digital currency, 
created and held electronically.
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Specification

TOTAL SUPPLY:

ICO COMMISSIONS:

350,000,000

12,800,000

ICO DATE: February 1st

DECIMAL PLACES 8

BLOCK SPACING 3 minutes

TIME ZONE London

ICO: 80,000,000

SYMBOL ATC

COIN BASE MATURITY 30 blocks

PRICE START $ 0.10
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ICO

In the ArbiTraCoin ICO the price will differ in 8 steps as follows: A total of 80,000,000 coins will 
be sold and all coins will be available immediately

 The price will increase depending on your timing. In other words, if you buy between the 1st 
and 10.000.000st coin you will pay a price of 0.10 USD, per coin.The following coins

will become more expensive as follows.

.

OFFICIAL ICO PRICE

10,000,001 - 20,000,000 $ 0.15

30,000,001 - 40,000,000 $ 0.25

50,000,001 - 60,000,000

70,000,001 - 80,000,000

$ 0.35

$ 0.45

1 - 10,000,000 $ 0.10

20,000,001 - 30,000,000 $ 0.20

40,000,001 - 50,000,000 $ 0.30

60,000,001 - 70,000,000 $ 0.40
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Initial Coin Offering

ArbiTraCoins can be bought in the ICO in different ways:

30%

30%

MAINTAINANCE
& SUPPORT

ADVERTISING

20%

20%

DEVELOPMENT

SOFTWARE
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ICO Commissions

The more people are investing in ArbiTraCoins, the faster the system will grow and the faster the 
value increases. Just as in the ArbiTraCoin Affiliate Unilevel Program, you will be paid on the coins 

you sold in the ICO. So if you win a partner in the ArbiTraCoin ICO, and your partner buys coins
successfully, you will be rewarded for his investment. 

 
The higher the level, the higher the referral commission. For example for a referral who signs in 
at level one and purchases ArbiTraCoin the user will be rewarded with 8% commission. Up to 16% 
of commissions can be earned depending on 5 levels. Percentages of the commissions that users 
can earn on referrals can be seen below. Your commission, like the affiliate plan, depends on the 

level at which your affiliate is registered. Commissions will be paid out in ArbiTraCoin (ATC).

ICO AFFILIATE UNILEVEL

1 8 %

3 2 %

5 1 %

LEVEL COMMISSION

2 4 %

4 1 %
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Value Prediction

0 USD
0.4 USD 1.07 USD

5.03 USD
9.58 USD

40.09 USD

73.1 USD

101.38 USD

20 USD

February 2018 March 2018 May 2018 July 2018 End 2018 End 2019 End 2020

40 USD

60 USD

80 USD

100 USD



              Launch and Loading (after ICO 02/2018) 
 

Investors’ lending will be used to provide liquidity on the exchange platforms. The higher the investment, 
the more exchange platforms can be loaded with a larger volume of liquidity. This will enable faster and 

larger trades with bigger profits. Based on arbitrage profits seen during the pre-launch phase of the 
Arbitracoin software with limited liquidity, we expect the price of Arbitracoin to reach $5.03 within a couple 
of months after launch and $9.58 by July 2018. Our projections show that there is enough profit potential 
for the Arbitracoin Market Cap to reach 2.2 to 4.8 Billion USD through Crypto Arbitrage trading alone. This 

would equate to a price of 40.09 USD per coin by the end of the year. Phase 1 has the highest daily interest 
on lending and staking.

                  Internal Growth (early 2019) 
 

The use of Arbitracoin can be extended to any type of financial instrument in the future such as bonds, stocks, derivatives, 
commodities, and fiat currencies. Because these instruments have a trade volume of several Trillion USD, Phase 2 would 

require Arbitracoin lending amounts to exceed 2018 levels by a very large factor. Once the lending investment is high enough, 
the arbitrage software will be able to tap into the next most profitable financial instrument. The software and coin are already 
suitable to be extended in this direction today. There is almost no limit to the profit potential – the true rate-limiting factor 
is the lending amounts investors are able to contribute to the system. This is where the daily interest rate is very important 

early on. The sooner Arbitracoin reaches phase 2, the bigger the financial prospect of the platform and the coin. Keep in mind 
that the daily lending interest offered during Phase 1 will be officially adjusted and potentially reduced for new lending in 

Phase 2 based on the performance of the Arbitracoin network at that time!
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Arbitracoin Scalability

Phase 1 - 

Phase 2 -



                  External Growth (end of 2019) 
 

Because of its unique features, we expect other financial institutions and investment firms to start using 
Arbitracoin for fast and secure movement of liquid funds and trading. The goal is to make Arbitracoin the 

number one arbitrage trading currency in the world with annual profits of several Billion USD and a price of 73.1 
USD per coin before 2020. The team of developers will continuously work to improve the Arbitracoin payment 

and trading network to attract large financial institutions. This is where ATC Network commissions are very 
important: The faster Arbitracoin grows in popularity and external use applications, the sooner phase 3 will be 

completed successfully.

                   (2020 and beyond) 
 

The second goal would be achieved almost automatically after phase 3 – to make Arbitracoin one of the leading crypto 
currencies in the world with a market capitalisation above 35 Billion USD and a price above 101.38 USD per coin. By 2021 we 

expect this to be a small fraction of the total crypto currency market capitalisation. Our goal is to establish Arbitracoin in the 
top 25 crypto currencies of the future. The interest rates of the staking system by then will be very small (1.66% per month) 

and go down below 1% thereafter. The same will be true for lending. At this point we expect Proof Of Stake (PoS) income from 
validating worldwide Arbitracoin payment transactions to outweigh income from the Arbitracoin internal lending platform. At 

this point, Arbitracoin should be considered an excellent store of value on top of that.
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Arbitracoin Scalability
(continued)

Phase 3 - 

Phase 4 -
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Investment Opportunities

OUR PROGRAM

STAKE

ATC STAKING

INVEST

ATC LENDING

Earn daily profits of 
2%/day by lending

ArbiTraCoins

Earn monthly
profits up to 16.6%/month 

just by holding your
ArbiTraCoins

TRADE

ATC TRADING

Buy ArbitraCoins on the 
exchange when the price 
is low and sell them after 

the price went up.

AFFILIATE & 
NETWORK

ATC NETWORK

Earn additional Bitcoins 
by telling other users

about this opportunity.

Our Affiliate Program 

contains 5 lucrative 
levels starting at 8% 
referral bonus from 
lending investment
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ATC Lending

Lending is your opportunity to put your ArbiTraCoins to work. Our arbitrage trading software can access 
many crypto currency exchanges simultaneously. You will receive your profit share starting at 2% per day 
(plus bonus) depending on the lending amount. After the selected investment period is completed, your 

lending capital will be credited back to you. You can then decide whether to cash out or reinvest.
Some people may think that 2% profit per day is difficult to achieve. We are confident about reliable 

payouts for these three reasons:

Our arbitrage trading software has several very innovative features. 
Results during the pre-launch phase have been very impressive. 
 
 
We have successfully implemented one of the fastest networks 
with a large number of exchange platforms. 
 
 
We have developed the perfect coin for the task: 
quick, secure, and inexpensive transfer of funds for financial trading.
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ATC Lending Interest

LENDING AMOUNT INTEREST (ACCRUED DAILY) CAPITAL BACK

Up to 60% per month (0.15% daily guaranteed)
with Arbitrage Software

60% per month (2% daily bonus guaranteed)
with Arbitrage Software

200 days1,010-5,000 USD

100 days10,010-100,000 USD

Up to 60% per month 
with Arbitrage Software

Up to 60% per month (0.25% daily guaranteed)
with Arbitrage Software

60% per month (2% daily bonus guaranteed)
with Arbitrage Software

250 days100-1,000 USD

125 days

60 days

5,010-10,000 USD

100,010-1,000,000 USD

DAILY INTEREST CONTINUAL PROFTIS PASSIVE INCOME SAFE FUNDS

 You can participate in our 
lending program by investing 

in our Arbitrage- and 
Tradingbot and get a 

daily interest of 2%/day 
(60%/month) from your 

investment. 

 With our next generation 
arbitrage software and 

optimized trading, we can 
guarantee to make profits 

continuously.

 The best option for those 
who want to enjoy a daily 

passive income

 Your investment will be 
refunded to your wallet 

automatically when your 
lending contract expires.

IMPORTANT NOTE! We reserve the right to switch from the fixed 2% daily to a dynamically 
adjusted interest rate when necessary (“Trevor” Update, expected around August 2018).
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ARBITRAGE SOFTWARE OPTIMIZED TRADING

2% Daily Interest

MULTIPLE EXCHANGE PLATFORMS

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THESE “GAPS”

OUR ABITRAGE SOFTWARE

like Bitfinex, OKCoin, Kraken, etc are 
the convenient gateway to buy and 
sell bitcoin and other cryptos. 

between crypto currency prices can be very
profitable. Especially when many trades can
be automatically executed super-fast.

executes transactions very fast 
and sometimes several in parallel.

THOSE EXCHANGES
offer the same crypto 

currencies at different prices

INSIDER NETWORK

PROFESSIONAL CRYPTO TRADERS

Expert Arbitrage Financial Traders 
and Blockchain Developers

We were able to attract some 
of the most experienced crypto 

currency talents out there.

TRADING SIGNALS
We also work with signals, which are 
technical indicators, telling us when to sell 
or buy Altcoins

+

How can we guarantee a high interest? ArbiTraCoin solves the most difficult challenge of all in arbitrage trading – liquidity. 
Our extremely powerful software platform will help putting your investment to work at breath-taking speed!

IMPORTANT NOTE! We reserve the right to switch from the fixed 2% daily to a dynamically 
adjusted interest rate when necessary (“Trevor” Update, expected around August 2018).
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What is Arbitrage?

Orange Juice : 2$BUY:

SHOP #1 SHOP #2

2$ =2$

PROFIT:

SELL: Orange Juice : 4$

4$

Arbitrage = Taking advantage of price differences regarding a product 

As you can see in the example below, someone is buying an orange juice for 2$ in SHOP #1 and is selling it afterwards
to the shop owner of SHOP #2 for 4$, so he made a profit of 2$ just by taking advantage of the price difference.

Juice



Obviously, there are faster and smarter ways than buying and selling juice. Crypto currencies offer incredible potential these days. 
Therefore, we created ArbiTraCoin and developed our unique trading software, which is able to buy and sell in real time. For example, 
the software may buy one Bitcoin at Exchange #1 for $14,312 while selling one Bitcoin at Exchange #2 for $17,890 at the same time. 
The profit of $3,578 from this trade will be shared amongst investors based on their Arbitracoin investment plan. Now imagine such 

trades to be executed several times per second simultaneously!
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ATC Arbitrage Software

Bitcoin : 14,312$BUY:

EXCHANGE #1 EXCHANGE #2

PROFIT:

SELL: Bitcoin: 17,890$

17,890$14,312$

3,578

800 EXCHANGES 
WORLDWIDE

BUY/SELL 
IN REALTIME

UP TO 25% 
PRICE DIFFERENCE



Our developers have worked on some of the most successful coins 
in the market. Their experience ensures that the Arbitracoin system
is getting bigger, better, and faster every week.
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ATC Trading

0 USD

50 USD

10 USD

February 2018 March 2018 April 2018 June 2018 July 2018

20 USD

30 USD

40 USD

50 USD

SIMULTANEOUS TRADING

HIGH DAILY PROFITS

FINANCIAL TRADING EXPERTS

INSIDER NETWORK

TRADING SIGNALS

Arbitracoin is accessing a large number of exchanges 
simultaneously with a high volume of liquidity.

We brought some of the best financial and crypto trading 
experts on board to run and improve the Arbitracoin system.

The system can even take advantage of volatility trading

The Arbitracoin network also takes trading signals into account.
This will generate additional profits on top of the arbitrage trading. 

22 USD 50 USD - 22 USD

= 28 USD PROFIT 

-

=

+ 127% 
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ATC Lending Process

ARBITRAGE SOFTWARE

OPTIMIZED TRADING

ARBITRA
LENDING

PROGRAM

PROFIT:

PROFIT:

$ 16,290 -> BUY

ETH: 200$BUY:

KRAKEN:

SELL:

COINBASE:

ETH:     200%

$ 17,488 -> SELL

ETH: 400$

1. DEPOSIT BITCOIN  
on a given deposit adress

2. BUY ATC COIN 
from ATC Exchange

4. ATC LENDING PROGRAM 
Arbitrage + Trading Strategy

5. EARN 2% DAILY PROFIT 
per volatility software interest

3. LEND ATC COIN 
invest in ATC Lending
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Mining vs. Staking

MINING STAKING

vs

No waiting time

Environmental friendly

Guaranteed Money

No Admins needed

No Hardware needed

Big Investment

High Elictricity Cost

Risk of losing Money

Competition 
+ Difficulty

24/7 Refund

Admins

You need a huge initial investment 
for profitable mining.

Bear in mind that mining harware eats up 
large amounts of electricity, which is not 

provided for free.

There is always the risk that the miners stop being 
profitable and you lose all the money.

Bitcoin mining is becoming 
more difficult, and the 

competition is increasing. 
As demand raised, so did 

mining difficulty.

Admins are needed to configure, to guard and 
to manage the hardware, in case of errors.

If you want to mine more effectively 
and keep on earning coins or mining 

shares, you´ll probably need to invest into 
buying specialized hardware

Mining Hardware

Mining Bitcoin costs more energy than the consumption of 159 countries combined and transactions now use so much energy that the 
electricity used for a single trade could power a home for almost a whole month, according to Dutch bank ING. The crypto industry 

shouldn’t ignore the economic, social, and environmental impact that cryptocurrencies might create, so we´ve decided to focus on the 
long run with staking to support the reason why crypto currencies have been invented in the first place - to make the world better.
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ATC Staking

DURATION INTEREST

2nd 6 months (August 2018 to January 2019) 80 % (13.3% per month)

4th 6 months (August 2019 to January 2020) 40 % (6.66% per month)

6th 6 months (August 2020 to January 2021) 10 % (1.66% per month)

1st 6 months (February 2018 to July 2018) 100 % (16.6% per month)

3rd 6 months (February 2019 to July 2019) 60 % (10% per month)

5th 6 months (February 2020 to July 2020) 20 % (3.33% per month)

ArbiTraCoin staking, is the ability to increase your purchased or earned ArbiTraCoins by simply holding on to the wallet. Through this 
process, an ArbiTraCoin user needs to purchase coins and keep them within their wallet. This interest is generated in response to 

users helping to maintain the security of the ArbiTraCoin network. This means that anyone who is a owner of ArbiTraCoins will receive 
interest on top of their balance as long as the coins are hold in their offline wallets. Users have the option to end coin staking at any 
time and send their coins and interest to another wallet, an exchange platform or put the coins to the ArbiTraCoin lending platform.

To get regular staking benefits and benefit from this opportunity, you need to download the ArbiTraCoin wallet for your operating
system as soon as it is available. Then store your coins on your wallet and watch your investment grow, as the table below shows. 

The ArbiTraCoin wallets will be available after the ICO according to our roadmap.
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ATC Network
You will earn a commission every time a referral lends ArbiTraCoin on our platform 

through your affiliate link. The commission you earn is based on the level your partner signs in. 
 

In addition to our Lending Affiliate System ArbiTraCoin has an Affiliate System during the ICO 
which enables you the possibility to earn additional coins during the ICO. 

The ArbiTraCoin Affiliate System allows you to earn extra commissions. ArbiTraCoin‘s Affiliate 
Plan divides into 2 attractive different plans which combined result in one of the most profitable comission plans in the 

industry. On the one hand we offer an unilevel plan, which reimburses you for the investments of a direct partner and their 
team. In this plan, you will be paid in depth on 5 levels. In addition to a lucrative unilevel plan, ArbiTraCoin offers you a 3-step 

binary plan that rewards you with a cycle bonus (1000/1000) by the size of revenue on each leg. Every new member you 
recruit will be placed in both plans and you´ll also receive commissions for both of the plans combined. All commissions will 

be paid out in ATC which you can than exchange into Bitcoin or any other crypto currency.

BINARY PLAN

 1,000 USD / 1,000 USD 3 %

25,000 USD / 25,000 USD 5 %

REVENUE LEFT / RIGHT COMMISSION

10,000 USD / 10,000  USD 4 %

UNILEVEL PLAN

1 8 %

3 2 %

5 1 %

LEVEL COMMISSION

2 4 %

4 1 %

+

IMPORTANT NOTE! We reserve the right to change commission rates 
when necessary (after 30 days notice period from official announcement).
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UNILEVEL PLAN

Our Unilevel Plan reimburses you for the investments of a direct partner and their whole team. 
In this plan, you will be paid in depth on 5 levels. The commissions depend on which level the 
sales volume is coming in. Your commissions reach from 8% - 1% and will be paid out in ATC. 

You can then exchange your ATC into Bitcoin or any other crypto currency.

8%1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2%

4%

1%

1%

IMPORTANT NOTE! We reserve the right to change commission rates 
when necessary (after 30 days notice period from official announcement).
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BINARY PLAN
Our Binary Plan is a two legged (left leg, right Leg) structure, where each new member is placed in either the left or 
right subtree. Where one subtree is known as a power Leg while the second subtree is a weak leg. Each member is
meant to sponsor two other members to join the plan, this structure leads to a fast expansion of the plan in a very

short amount of time while still remaining stable. Commissions earned in the binary plan will be paid out weekly in ATC.

To qualify for the binary plan bonus, 
you need to make at least a lending 
investment of 100 USD ...

Because you can only have two distributors in your first level, 
you’ll have to place a new member underneath one of the two 
slots from your first level. Same applies to everyone above you. 
So if your sponsor recruits someone on the same leg on which 
you are, his new recruit is going beneath you. Same applies to 
everyone else above you. This creates momentum on your power 
leg, so you only need to match the volume on your weak leg.

As you can see in the graphic on the 
left, every new recruit is either going 

to the bottom of a left or right leg, so 
even if there are thousands of people 

between you and your sponsor, a 
new recruit on that same leg will go 
beneath you and everyone beneath 

you also belongs to your volume. 

WORK 50% GET PAID 100%

... and you also have to sponsor 1 partner 
on your left leg and 1 partner on the right 
leg, both with at least 100 USD lending.

3%1.000 / 1.000

5%

4%10.000 / 10.000

25.000 / 25.000

YOU

1,000 USD x 3% COMMISSION: 30

YOU

100 USD

300 USD300 USD

300 USD 300 USD300 USD

100 USD

LEFT

VOLUME LEFT: 1,000 USD VOLUME RIGHT: 1,000 USD

RIGHT

300 USD

YOU

LEFT RIGHT

SPONSOR

S
p

il
lo

ve
r 

fr
om

 U

plin
e

Spillover fo
r yo

u
r Te

a
m

POWER LEG WEAK LEG

IMPORTANT NOTE! We reserve the right to change commission rates 
when necessary (after 30 days notice period from official announcement).
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Roadmap

08.01.18 01.02.18
15.01.18

15.02.18

LENDING
START

ICO START

REGISTRATION

WHITEPAPER
ONLINE

Website Launch

Website Registration and Start of 
Affiliate Marketing, BTC Deposit possible

Coin Start (listing on Coinmarketcap)External Exchange Launch 1

Initial Coin Offering (ICO) Start of Lending Program

APRIL 2018 MARCH 2018MARCH 2018

COIN START

1ST EXCHANGE

1,07 USD

Target Price 1.07 USD 

MAY 2018

APRIL 2018

JUNE 2018

EXCHANGE #3

EXCHANGE #2 GLOBAL EVENT

External Exchange 3

External Exchange 2

First Global Event
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JULY 2018 SEPTEMBER 2018

ATC DEBIT CARD

Top 100 Coinmarketcap,
Target Price 9.58 USD

Implementation of 
ArbiTraCoin Debit Card

END 2018
OCTOBER 2018

NOVEMBER 2018

28,70 USD

ATM CONNECT

COINMARKETCAP

Top 50 Coinmarketcap,
Target Price USD 40.09 Target Price 28.70 USD

ATM Connection - ATC Users 
can withdraw Cash using their 

ArbiTraCoin Debit Card

JANUARY 2019

FEBRUARY 2019 END 2019MARCH 2019

LAUNCH OTHER
FINANCE TRADING

COINMARKETCAP

FIRST 150 
ONLINE SHOPS ONLINE SHOPS

Implementation of first 150
Online Shops accepting ATC

First Trading of Non-Crypto Currency 
Financial Instruments

Top 25 Coinmarketcap,
Target Price USD 73.10

First 100 Offline Shops 
accepting ATC

GREATER THINGS AHEAD

COINMARKETCAP

25
TOP

50
TOP

100
TOP
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Consideration

  

Financial investment is risky. Please invest responsibly. Do your own research.
All investors are required to register directly on the ArbiTraCoin website. You will need to 
confirm the Terms and Conditions to register. Do not allow strangers to place Arbitracoin 

investments for you with your funds. We only provide investment opportunities through the 
official ArbiTraCoin website (https://arbitracoin.com).
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WELCOME TO THE

REV        LUTION


